Ignace Lecleir x Embassy of Switzerland
Hosts Guest Chef Elodie Jacot-Manesse

Ignace Lecleir, owner and founder of the TRB group is honored to announce his
collaboration with the Embassy of Switzerland and sponsors SWISS Airline, Oona
Caviar to host Chef Elodie Jacot-Manesse as our next guest chef. A prodigal young
chef that is taking the culinary world by storm, Chef Elodie will be presenting a
curated selection of dishes to showcase the gastronomy of Switzerland, the
country with the highest concentration of Michelin starred restaurants in the
world.
Chef Elodie is not only the first female winner of the prestigious Cuisinier d’Or
Swiss competition, she is also the youngest, taking the coveted the grand prize
trophy at the age of only 25. As we enter the budding Beijing Spring, don’t miss
your chance to taste the cuisine of a rising star.
Whilst it may seem like she has burst out of nowhere in 2017 at the competition,
Chef Elodie trained under Franck Giovannini – Head Chef and owner of the
Restaurant de l’Hôtel de Ville in Switzerland - and has a very well-established
pedigree. L’Hôtel de Ville is a veritable institution in the world of culinary
excellence, having earned 3 Michelin Stars for decades and Chef Elodie is now
the head of the culinary school that operates alongside the restaurant.

The Restaurant de l’Hôtel de Ville is one of the top 100 restaurants in the world,
and we at TRB are all eagerly awaiting Chef Elodie’s arrival with her team of chefs,
Robin Bessire & Rémi Hoang to see, to taste and to learn from this worldrenowned culinary team.

TRB Forbidden City and the Swiss Embassy proudly present one of the most
promising talents of the Swiss gastronomic scene and her team to showcase the
‘Crissier’ spirit in both cooking techniques and powerful flavors, while also
adding her own personal twist to each dish. With limited seating available,
advanced reservations are highly recommended.

